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Allee des Cygnes, the long, narrow, uninhabited

island on the Seine that connects the Pont de Bir

Hakein and Pont de Grenelle, whence situationists

would make sorties into the inhabited city,76

Constant's New Babylon

Absorbing his energies for more than a decade,
New Babylon was Constant's masterwork, a means
to realize his own and the situationists' architectur

al ambitions simultaneously. There was a conflict

between these ambitions, since the spirit of situa

tionism demanded that personal creative ambition

and vision be subsumed to group will. As Debord

had announced at the Sl's founding conference, "It

must be understood once and for all that something

that is only a personal expression within a framework
created by others cannot be termed a creation," and
Constant's maquettes were always treated with a

degree of caution by the Debordist faction, which

greeted them in 1959 as "pre-situationist.""

Constant never failed to reiterate that ulti

mately New Babylon could only be a collective,

social project, and that his work should be under

stood as nothing more than the projected frame

work for the construction of situations and the

decor for a life of leisure. Yet in 1960 Constant was

hounded out of the Sl, accused of "plagiarizing two

or three poorly understood fragments of Situationist
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ideas."" Although he was a victim in part of the

group's abandonment of any serious development

of unitary urbanism, accusatioris of individualism

were to be partly substantiated as Constant contin

ued to work on New Babylon independently.

Constant introduced the label "New Babylon"

to his works around 1958, drawing upon estab

Iished comparisons of legendary old Babylon with

the heady phenomenon of the modern city.79 The

metaphor of Babylon brought the architectural and

cultural neatly together. Architecturally, modern

cities have revived the fascination with elevation,

engineering, and spectacle that made old Babylon

famous. Culturally, Babylon and the building of its

tower have survived as a fable of common effort

giving way to fragmentation and finally to deca

dence." So Babylon, once a parable of the godless

modern city, was on the contrary revived by

Constant as an exemplar for the modern city

technological, universal, and playful. In 1870 a

German newspaper denounced Paris as a modern

"Babylon," and the Commune that Paris collapsed

into the following year was celebrated as a New

Babylon in the classic 1929 Soviet film of the

same name.81 Babylonian decadence promised a

spiral into social anarchy. "The Commune repre

sents the only realization of a revolutionary urban

ism to date-attacking on the spot the petrified

signs of the dominant organization of life, under

standing social space in political terms, refusing to

accept the innocence of any monument," the situa

tionists wrote. 82 The Communards' tactics were

concentrated less upon the appropriation of eco"

nomic wealth than of urban space, joyfully annex

ing private space into the public sphere,

demolishing the monuments of the old order, and

barricading the circulation of its troops,

Constant's interest in urbanism was a

response to his observations as a flaneur in Paris

and London in the early 1950s, where he had seen

"people building, demolishing, removing.. , , The

traffic increased, man disappeared, , , mechanized

technological environments emerged."83 Worried

about the aloofness of the artist from the new

industrial revolution engendered by postwar recon

struction, Constant took advantage of the dissolu

tion of the raw expressionism of COBRA by giving

his work a strongly architectonic flavor. Postwar

construction work, permanently encrusted with

scaffolding, crawling with people busied in build

ing, and apparently in a perpetual state of becom

ing, had a continued resonance in Constant's

architectural vision.

One curious piece of 1955 was suggestive of

a sort of obstacle course across wasteland: in

Ambiance de jeu (Ambiance of play), wooden

shapes and copper rod, painted and mounted on a

support, created a large geometric composition,

designed to be hung rather than viewed flat, that

fell in between hard-edge abstraction and architec

tural model-making (fig. 3.7), This transitory stage,

like an EI Lissitzky proun (fig. 3.8), was a "chang

ing of trains" between art and architecture, or,

according to a 1959 catalogue, "an experiment
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with space. "84 Likewise, the 1958 Mode! for a

Gypsy Camp seemed to be only slightly more func

tional than the various neoconstructivist sculptures

that Constant had been working on, belYing the rel~

ative stringency of the brief (fIg, 1.15), Yet the

exercises were absolutely sincere bids at unifying

art, architecture, science, and environment. spln

offs from a "Spatiodynamic" project that Constant

developed with the ex-COBRA sculptor Stephen

Gilbert and architect Nicolas Schaffer betweer

1953 and 1956,85

Constant continued to address the problems

of play, flexibility, and nomadism in New Babylon,

but as the project advanced the mass of models

and illustrations became more expansive rather than

more detailed. In attempting to give visual form to

unitary urbanism, Constant explained, New Babylon

was "not primarily a town planning proJect. Equally,

it is not intended as a work of art in the traditional

sense nor as an example of architectonic structure

... [but as] a creative game with an imaginary enVi

ronment."86 Constant had obviously learned the tac

tic of the situationist tract: inspire rather than

prescribe. Constant's images were like visual equiva

lents for the situationist aphorism. The images

could accordingly be found dropped casually Into

an editorial in Internationale situationniste,'" while

Constant's 1959 catalogue strangely juxtaposed hiS

sculptures with quotations from Paul-Henri Chomban

de Lauwe. "To what extent can we freely build the

framework of a social life in which we can be gUided

by our aspirations and not by our instincts?," one
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ing the context rather than the content of his work.
Readers could more easily discover the position of
New Babylon within the history of utopia and

recent social theory than how New Babylon's mov
able partitions or atmospheric conditioning sys
tems might actually work." In the meantime the

projections of New Babylon became ever more
ambitious in design and site. Constant's celebra
tion of building technology and of the great public

building paid homage to the tradition of visionary

•••• t!. ~'" ,~••,_._ " ~ .. ,. ,.."

,__" ,"""".•~, "',,, ;~,,""i.,...

,.-... _ " , ,_ 0°' .. ~;..",

quotation asked. The elegant sculptures, presum

ably, were part of Constant's answer (fig. 3.9).88

Pragmatic readers disturbed by New
Babylon's lack of detail might overcome their frus

tration if one day they could participate in the

building of the new world envisaged by Constant.
Even as this was endowed with an elaborate theo
retical framework, the gap between Constant's texts

and images remained to be filled by the imagina

tive reader, since Constant was intent upon explain-
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Figure 3.9

Double-page spread from the catalogue Constant (Paris,
1959). Constant's abstract sculptures are juxtaposed with
aphorisms on architecture and life. The catalogue was pub
lished by the situationist press, the Bibliotheque d'Alexandrie.

making, invoked Aldo van Eyck's Amsterdam children's
playgrounds of the late 1940s, recognized at the time for
making modernism feel more human and capricious.

Figure 3.7

Constant, Ambiance de jeu, 1955-1956, wood and copper,
Gemeentemuseum, The Hague. The piece, one of Constant's
earliest excursions into abstract architectural model-

Figure 3.8

EI Lissitzky, Proun R.V.N.2, 1923, tempera and silver paint
on canvas, Kunstmuseum Hannover mit Sammlung
Sprengel, Hannover. Like Lissitzky's prouns, Constant's
Ambiance de jeu was originally hung rather than viewed
flat, and represented a transition from art to architecture.
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and may well have influenced other projects, the

first maquettes for New Babylon were exhibited at

the Stedelijk as early as 1959," Experimental
designers of the period were trying to drive beyond

rationalism by advocating free forms, mixed use,
and functional flexibility. They expected to create
new senses of meaning and place in the city, sym R

pathetic to human ludic and social need.
With his 1958 maquettes for New Babylon,

Constant aligned himself with the vanguard of

thought on megastructure, inasmuch as the
structures that he proposed would house some of
the multiple functions that the traditional city

New Babylon was an important part of the boom in
experimental design during the 1950s and 1960s,
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The structure of New Babylon

design from Etienne-Louis Boullee to constructivism
(figs. 3.10, 3.11, 3.12). New Babylon was shown

precariously suspended over entire cities and coun
tries, making literal Debord and Jom's invocation in
the pages of their Memoires of "a floating city."90

Figure 3.12 (lacing page)

Constant, Space Furrow with Base Plate, Concert Hall for
Electronic Music, 1960, metal, perspex, and wood, Wilhelm
Lehmbruck Museum, Duisburg. Constant's architecture
drew upon a great utopian tradition of fantastic visionary
public buildings, while consciously addressing the contem
porary age: his maquettes were largely made from industrial
waste, a fact announced by their rough-hewn finish. The
space furrow was apparently formed from the windshields of
an Iso {sella bubble car, endowing the piece with connota
tions ofsmart engineering, fun, and mobility.

Figure 3.10 (above)

Etienne-Louis Boul/ee, Monument to Sir Isaac Newton, c.
1785, engraving.

Figure 3.11 (below)

Ivan Leonidov, Design for the Lenin Institute, 1927, maquette.
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both Friedman and Constant envisaged the remaking of the
city as taking place in space frame structures suspended
over old cities and open land.

viding a clean sheet for "three-dimensional"

urban planning and growth. "The ground

remains free for motorized transport and agricul

ture, wild nature and historical monuments,"

Constant explained. New Babylon sectors, float
ing "16 metres above the ground," would "rep

resent a sort of extension of the Earth's surface,

Figure 3.14

Yona Friedman, Urbanisme spatiale, New York, 1960-1962,
ink on paper. As colleagues in the Groupe d'Etudes
d'Architecfure Mobile (Mobile Architecture Study Group),
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1957; as a participant in GEAM, Constant was

immersed in the sophisticated spatialist theories
of the likes of Eckhard Schulze-Fielitz and Frei

Otto." Friedman and Constant alike proposed
supporting the city's systems within a space

frame, raised on a pi/otis (a grid of supporting

columns) above nature and old cities, thus pro-

Within practice, New Babylon had overtones
of "metabolism" (the design of long-term structures

to support short-term components) but related
specifically to what had become known by 1963 as

spatial urbanism (urbanisme spatiale)." Constant's

work was comparabie to that of architect Yona
Friedman (figs. 3.13, 3.14). Friedman, frustrated

by the vagaries of Team 1O's ideas about "mobili
ty, II "development," and "growth and change," had
become the best-known advocate of spatial urbanism,
founding his GEAM-Groupe d'Etudes d'Architecture
Mobiie (Mobile Architecture Study Group)-in

Figure 3.13

Constant, Hanging Sector, 1960, aluminum and steel,
Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, protne.

accommodates individually,92 By designing struc
tures that could cut a tentacular swath through

the existing landscape or cityscape, megastruc

turallsts like Constant sought to supersede the

constrictions imposed through the separation of

function between buildings and between city dis
tricts. A typical New Babylon "sector," at 20-30
hectares "much bigger than ... any present build

ing," could handle leisure, transport, and shelter,
and so could go some way toward addressing situa
tionist worries about the separation of activities by
rationalist urbanism.93

i
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permitting an ease of circulation beyond even the Wildest
dreams of mainstream modernism.

Figure 3.16

Constant, Ambiance of a Future City, maquette with model

cars, 1958, illustration from the catalogue Constant
(Paris, 1959), The "sector" sweeps over the traffic below,
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Figure 3.17

Konrad Wachsmann, prefabricated tubular space frame

building system for airplane hangars, 1950-1953.

Wachsmann's designs inspired a new wave of engineered

architecture,

Mini, which Moulton also helped engineer, was to reinvent

the carl; they were statements of faith in the boundless

capacity of technology to mobilize everyday life. Reyner

Banham, for instance, appreciated the sense of fun and
mobility embodied in them all,

revealed to us by the air view. This could be contem
plated nol only during a rapid flight but also from a heli
copter stopping in mid-air.98

Yet Giedion, Sert, and Leger's sentimental
attachment to the traditional role of the master
plan and the monument was anathema to
Constant, who was attuned to a newer, postwar
vision for design, one that preferred the transitory
formations of technology to the permanence of
"good form."99 A nice set of juxtapositions was
created when Constant's 1964 article about New
Babylon was sandwiched by the British magazine
Architectural Design between reviews of two very
different design icons of the period, a Le
Corbusier Unite d'Habitation at Briey-en-Foret and
an Alex Moulton small-wheeled bicycle, as cham
pioned by freewheeling Reyner Banham (fig.
3.15).100 The "good form" of the Unite, however
impressive and megastructural, was founded upon
older ideas about materials, housing, and society,

Figure 3.15

Alex Moulton, Moulton Standard Bicycle, 1962, pictured on
a brochure cover designed by Colin Banks with John Miles,
1964. The Moulton, with its small wheels and full suspen

sion, was as conscious an attempt to reinvent the bike as
New Babylon was to reinvent the city (and as the Austin

a new skin that covers the earth and multiplies
its living space. "96

Here again, a situationist was adopting a
solution that originated in the much-maligned Le
Corbusier, pioneer of pi/otis and deck structures. 97

Nonetheless, one would hardly mistake Constant's
work for that of Le Corbusier. The spidery chaos of
New Babylon eschewed Corbusian monumental
ism, reviving instead an ambition long since
shelved by mainstream modernism. A 1943 essay,
"Nine Points on Monumentality," by Sigfried
Giedion, Jose Luis Sert, and Fernand Leger, had
foreseen the precepts of Constant's architecture,
"Today modern architects know that buildings
cannot be conceived as isolated units, that they
have to be incorporated into vaster urban
schemes. There are no frontiers between architec
ture and town planning," the authors declared.
They went on,

Modern materials and new techniques are at hand, light
metal structures ... panels of different textures, colors,
and sizes; light elements like ceilings which can be
suspended from big trusses covering practically unlimit.
ed spans•... Mobile elements, changing positions and
casting different shadows when acted upon by wind or
machinery, can be the source of new architectural
effects. During night hours, color and forms can be pro
jected on vast surfaces.... Man-made landscapes
would be correlated with nature's randscapes and all
elements combined in terms of the new and vast facade,
sometimes extending for many miles, which has been
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conspicuous by its absence from Experimental
Architecture, the key retrospective account pub

lished in 1970 by Archigram's Peter Cook. Perhaps

New Babylon did not sufficiently impress Constant's

contemporaries. Through attention to detaii,

Archigram architects insisted on the buildability of

their structures, however fantastic they might

seem, evincing a rigor somewhat lacking in the

work of Constant, artist-provocateur (fig. 3.18). The

empiricism of Britain's "Meccano generation," in

other words, was only partly compatible with

Constant's continental existentialism. The detail

and practicality of British experimental architecture

almost invariably set it apart from Constant's work.

The famous Fun Palace leisure center project

(1962-1967), for example, planned for the Lea

m I r1I I. J1LJ no J It! I Ul I In ll~ I It'i llt6 I xt7 I IN l re, I Ul I It! I 192 I m I JII
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noticing that Archigram had even collaged a frag

ment of the Guide psychogeographique de Paris into

its display, discovered that situationism had itself

become victim to the plagiarism that it advocat

ed. 107 For Archigram in its early days, "situation

the happenings within spaces in the city, , . -is as

important, possibly more important, than the built

demarcation of space.... This time/movement/sit

uation thing is important in determining our whole

future attitude to the visualisation and real'lsation

of city."108

The Archigram group attended Constant's

1964 ICA lecture in London, read his lecture

notes, and invited him to contribute to Archigram
no. 5, the" Metropolis" issue of their increasingly

influential newsletter. 109 Yet situationism was

Figure 3.18
Peter Cook for Archigram, Plug-in City, Maximum Pressure
Area, 1963-1964, section, ink. Thanks in part to their
determinedly architectural rather than utopian solutions for
modern living, Archigram's images gained a fof/owing

amongyoung architects that New Babylon did not.

small and bigger spaces that are constantly

mounted and dismounted by means of standard

ised mobile construction elements, like walls,

floors and staircases,"104 Suppleness would be

achieved through the use of the lightweight prod

ucts that were coming out of materials science:

describing New Babylon's Yellow Sector in

Internationale situationniste in 1960, Constant

drew the reader's attention to its titanium floors

and nylon pavements and partitions. 105 His

claims for structural technology were not as mav

erick as they might have seemed. They simply

pushed the Zeitgeist to its limits, in 1954 Konrad

Wachsmann pubiished his works on spatial build

ing systems, his space frame structure for aircraft

hangars emboldening a new generation of experi

mental architects (fig. 3.17)106

New Babyton's utopian fun

Comparisons between Constant's situationist

vision and the work of other avant-gardists are

teasing, because although New Babylon shared

many of its structural principles with other archi

tectural experiments, its meaning was quite dis

tinct. Britain's Archigram group, for instance,

aired ideas of "situation" at their seminal 1963
"Living City" exhibition at the Institute of Con

temporary Arts. The Situationist Times, doubtless
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while the Moulton was, Architectural Design felt,

"this radical rethinking of conventional . .

design," herald for a new era of choice and mobili

ty.IOI New Babylon was like a specter bridging the

two, monolithic and Dverengineered. It was as

assertively collective as the Unite, yet it also pro

moted an individualist mobility like the bike, facil

itated by joyriding in pedai vehicles, cars, and

flying machines (fig. 3.16).
New Babylon's space trame was ideally

suited to the creation of transitory, amorphous

architecture, fantastic vistas and fecund space,

ready for homo ludens to let his imagination run

wild. Any city is artificial, but New Babylon

would be an exquisitely fabricated environment

where everything would truly sing of humanity.

Constant, writing in Internationale situationniste
against "the idea of the green city, which most

modern arch itects have adopted," proposed that

"far from being a return to nature, to the idea of

living in a park, like the solitary aristocrats of

times past. we can see in such immense struc

tures [as New Babylon] the possibility of the con

quest of nature." 102

The anarchic possibilities of a building

composed of movable partitions had been part of

Chtcheglov's "Formulary," and was mentioned

again by Debord, who admired the flexibility at a

1955 helicoidal ("snail shell") house about which

he had read. 103 Constant embraced the idea,

envisaging a system of movable partitions within a

fixed framework. "a quite chaotic arrangement of
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Saint-Simon, Charles Fourier, Karl Marx, and the

like to investigate the possibility of a noncom

modity socialism, a scientific utopia where
scarcity and suffering were confined to histo
ry,u' He calmly asserted, "The effects of

machine-production are leading slowly to a
reduction in human labour, and we can state

festive crowd with inventions like Michael Webb's

Cushicle and Suitaloon, bubbles of individual

freedom (fig. 3.20).115

In fact, New Babylon was so far removed

from conventional concerns with profit and loss
that its economy remained something of a mys
tery. Constant joined Thomas More, Henri de
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Figure 3.19

Cedric Price, Arriving by Helicopter, rendering for the Fun
Palace leisure center project, planned for the Lea Valley
Regional Park by Cedric Price and Joan Littlewood,
1962-1967. The Fun Palace project probably came closest
to making the dream of a spontaneous leisure architecture
for the 1960s into a reality.

Babylon to his British public by reminding them

that "since the beginning of, this century there
has been constant discussion" about the creative
faculties of the human race, and more than one

avant-garde movement has declared itself in

favour of a poesie fait par taus [a poetry made by

all, the key refrain that the situationists inherited

from LautreamontJ. The realisation of such a
mass-culture does obviously not depend on the

intentions of artists only, and would demand thor

ough changes within society." 112 As the sixties
wore on, New Babylon emerged as a utopian icon,
a phalanstery for the love generation, as Constant

tested the limits of the Dutch state's repressive

tolerance with the help of his colleagues from
Provo. New Babylon fi lied a 1965 issue of Provo

magazine, and by 1967, when it was the focus

for a rally in Amsterdam's Parkkerk, New Babylon
served as a totem for the architectural empower
ment of the people. 1l3 Constant's environmental
ism and anticapitalism could hardly have been in
starker contrast to Peter Cook's assertion that "it

will often be part of the architect's brief ... to

exploit the maximum profit from a piece of land.

In the past this would have been considered an
immoral use of the talents of an artist. It is now

simply part of the sophistication of the whole
environmental and building process in which
fi nance can be made a creative element in
design." 114 Archigram's libertarianism seemed to
take a rightward turn, its increasingly personal

ized "architectures" isolating the citizen from the
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Valley Regional Park in East London by architect
Cedric Price (who was friends with Alexander

Trocchi) and impresario Joan Littlewood, got as far

as satisfying fire regulations, more than Constant
and the 51 had managed with their very much more
modest installation proposed for the 5tedelijk (fig.

3.19). And it was almost as ambitious as New

Babylon, if not in scale then in its technical ser
vices, promising "charged static vapour zones,
optical barriers, warm air curtains," and a "fog dis
persal plant."110

Differences within the avant-garde, com
pounded by its raw competitiveness, were sympto
matic of an ideological chasm between
situation ism and contemporary movements. So
while the Frenchman Yona Friedman was inspired,

like Constant, by HUizinga's notion of a "ludic"
instinct in humanity and Roger Caillois's theories of

play and leisure, he also stressed the essential

rationality of his brand of spatial urbanism, refer

ring to its adaptability not only to the existing city
but to industry, business, and homes, sending

appeals for endorsement to figures as diverse as Le
Corbusier and Buckminster Fuller. Ill Constant,
meanwhile, foresaw the need only for a few hotels

servicing leisured nomads. Friedman sought the
incorporation of convenience services: Constant
preferred disconvenience.

Of all the megastructural projects, New
Babylon was the most radically utopian, and

Constant sought more than a structural reevalua
tion of the existing city. He introduced New
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reprinted (cropped) in "New BabyloniAn Urbanism of the
Future," Architectural Design, June 1964. This detail of
Constant's maquette for sectors Gand E in New Babylon repre
sented the situationist city as a sort of pinball machine.

from work and social normalcy. "The new homo
ludens . .. on the contrary, will rather be the nor
mal type of man,1I 120

The elevated utopianism of New Babylon
condemned it to the limbo occupied by those
ideas that could be either abstract critical princi
ple or serious practical proposition. This, in the

Figure 3.22

Constant, "View approaching sectors Gand E" ("A high level of
a typical structure, showing its surface divided byever-ehanging
mobile elements"), illustration from Constant, "Description de
fa zone jaune," lnternationale situationniste, no. 4 (1960),
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Michael Webb for London's entertainment area of
Leicester Square (fig. 3.21). Even Reyner
Banham (the best-known apologist for Archigram)
admitted that the group's preoccupations with
leisure "prove, in the last analysis, to be so trivial
as to drive a serious historian to despair. "119 For
the New Babylonian, fun would not be a break

Figure 3.21

Michael Webb (later of Archigram), Sin Centre.
1958-1962, metal and Plexiglas. Often aimed at the bur
geoning leisure industry, Archigram's "fun" architecture was
actually based upon far less radical notions of leisure than
those motivating the situationists.

love-although they are mere gambling places.
Our first experimental city would live largely off
tolerated and controlled tourism. Future avant

garde activities and productions would naturally
tend to gravitate there. In a few years it would
become the intellectual capitai of the world and
would be universally recognized as such."
Chtcheglov thought of fun culture as a historical
necessity, "The appearance of the notion of rela
tivity in the modern mind allows one to surmise
the EXPERIMENTAL aspect of the next civilization
(although I'm not satisfied with that word; say,
more supple, more 'fun'). "118 For Constant as
well, the introduction of "fun" onto the agenda of
experimental architecture was not something to be
treated as a sinful diversion from labor. Nor
should fun be a commodity peddled in specialized
leisure centers like Price and Littlewood's Fun
Palace, or the Sin Centre planned by Archigram's

already with certainty, that we will enter a new

era, In which production-labour will be automat
ic. For the first time in history, mankind will be
able to establish an affluent society In which
nobody will have to waste his forces, and in
which everybody will be able to use his entire
energy for the development of his creative capac
ities." Questions about fiscal economy were no
longer valid. "The question," Constant insisted,
"is how the free man of the future will use his
unlimited energies."117

Chtcheglov's confident words echoed
through the New Babylonian sectors, "The eco
nomic obstacles are only apparent. .. This is
demonstrated by the immense prestige of Monaco
and Las Vegas-and Reno, that caricature of free

Figure 3.20

Michael Webb for Archigram, Cushicle Fully Opened Out
and in Use, 1966-1967. "The Gushide is an invention that
enables a man to carry a complete environment on his
back," Archigram announced. But, as with Banham's
Environment Bubble (fig. 1.16), the individualism of this
sort of "complete nomadic unit" was at odds with the col
lectivist notions underpinning the situationist utopia.
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Chtcheglov had originally proposed that the quar
ters of the situationist city might correspond to the

"Happy," the "Bizarre," the "Sinister," and so
forth, but Constant tended to abandon attempts to
prescribe ambiances so rigidly, preferring to identi

fy his sectors by their physical features-"Hanging
Sector," "Red Sector," "Yellow Sector" (fig. 3.25).

The predominantly "abstract" facilities of New
Babylon ("spatial color" and "movable elements")

below apparently unaffected. In this rendering, strangely
reminiscent of Le Corbusier, note the provision of air trans
portation bequeathed by a long line of modern utopias and
science fiction cities.

the overgrowth of tropical vegetation" (fig. 3.23).128

New Babylon's overhead streets were like a revival

of the "lateral piercing" developed, of necessity, in

the Paris Commune, when new and elevated routes
were opened up by knocking through as many
adjoining houses as possible (fig. 3.24).I'9

New Babylon sectors could be imagined as

"abstractions" of the unities of ambiance discov

ered by psychogeographers in existing cities.
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Figure 3.23

Constant, "New Babylon, overhead view;" from the New
Babylon Atlas, 1964, ink on paper, Gemeentemuseum, The
Hague. New Babylon had the capacity for almost infinite
expansion or contraction, its sectors leaving the landscape

Disorientation

The sovereignty of fun and leisure geperated the plan

of New Babylon. It was a clear attempt to model the

drift, to build passages and unities of ambiance
and plaques laumantes in the style of those

opened up by the Lettrist International through

Paris (see chapter 2). "The principal activity of the
inhabitants will be the CONTINUOUS DRIFT,"

Chtchegiov had predicted for the situationist city.
"The changing of landscapes from one hour to the

next will result in complete disorientation. "124
Debord had reiterated the idea: "Within architec
ture itself, the taste for drift tends to promote all

sorts of new forms of labyrinths made possible by
modern techniques of production."125

Adapting the 1958 Alison and Peter

Smithson project 'for a pedestrian net suspended

over the old street pattern of Berlin, the projected

sectors of New Babylon tiptoed over selected
European cities, echoing old street patterns, hover

ing above certain districts and streets, keeping a
respectful distance from historic city cores. 126 This
"open-city" thesis treated the modern city as nec

essarily permanently "ruined," "in the sense that
accelerated movement and change in the 20th

century were incapable of relating to the pattern of
a preexisting fabric."127 It was a concept that the

situationists exaggerated when they described how,

in their city, "the new neighborhoods ... could be
constructed increasingly towards the west ... while

to the same extent the east would be abandoned to

end, may be the reason why commentators kept

New Babylon at arm's length. When It ran its fea
ture on New Babylon, the editors of Architectural

Design politely avoided interpreting the pho
tographs of Constant's bizarre work in any detail,

fluctuating between the giddiness of Constant's

own claims and the secure ground of structure
and material: "The lines indicate trajectories of
movements actually taking place or past. All of

Constant's models are made out of coloured ele
ments of Perspex and metal" (fig. 3.22)."1

Constant himself struggled to negotiate the tricky

utopianism of New Babylon, downplaying the

"situationist teams" that would have been neces
sary to the running of New Babylon, yet which

would have been a little out of keeping with the
anarchic ideologies of situationism. 122 It was an
anomaly present also in other contemporary

leisure architectures. Littlewood and Price con

fined their army of technical assistants to quar
ters in the Fun Palace's service basement, and,
more sinister, Disney built a police station
beneath Main Street USA, Disneyland. Constant
specifically separated "technical services" from

the rest of the New Babylon sector, so that New

Babylonians would have been as ignorant of the
mechanical workings of their environment as
Ludwig II of Bavaria was indifferent to the weary
electrician and workmen stoking the furnaces at
his Linderhof grotto. "I don't want to know how it

works," LUdwig is reputed to have said. "I just
want to see the effects. "123
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through: New Babylonians could physically
rearrange the "street" they stood in.

When the architect Victor Considerant pro
duced his treatise for the Fourierist phalanstery, he

emphasized the importance of circulation along
"street-galleries" (rues-galeries) running through

the entire complex, unifying every wing of the

giant structure, and symbolizing association found
ed upon "passionate attraction" (fig. 3.6).133

Constant's New Babylon wou Id be a global pha

lanstery for the twentieth century, its sectors

joined "in all directions," a "comprehensive
metropolis girding the earth like a network," a

unitary urbanism of hallucinatory dimensions. 134

The fantastic spaces and vistas of New Babylon

would be trUly reminiscent of the sublime visions
of Piranesi and John Martin (figs. 3.26, 3.27,
2.10). Some corridors within New Babylon would
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were in pointed contrast to the exemplars of deter
ministic, "figurative" entertainment architecture
found at Disneyland.!30 "Every definition of form

restricts ... the suggestion it projects," Constant

wrote in 1948; "the more perfectiy defined the
form, the less active is the onlooker."131 New
Babylon's labyrinths provided for endiess construct

ed situations. "The inner spaces [of New Babylon]

are for collective use," Constant wrote, "and are for
no other function than to be an 'artistic medi
um."'!32 Life in New Babylon would be an endless

chain of encounters between mind, body, space,

and architecture. New Babylon was one vast site
for an extraordinarily pure sort of drift. "Drifters" in

the traditional city traversed their passages through

relatively fixed surroundings in the constant hope
of encountering a situation, but in New Babylon
the passage need not be something traveied

Figure 3.25 (facing page)

View of Constant's maquette for New Babylon's Yellow
Sector, 1958-1961, wood, metal, and Plexiglas,
Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, photograph by Victor
Nieuwenhuys. Many of New Babylon's sectors derived their
ambiance from a key sensory stimulation, here yellow light.
Victor Nieuwenhuys's stunning photographs of Constant's
maquettes almost gave the impression of New Babylon as
real architecture.

Figure 3.24

Constant, New Babylonian Sectors Superimposed upon a
Map of Amsterdam, c. 1963. In a series of projections cov
ering European cities and regions, Constant paid careful
attention to the ways in which New Babylon related to the
topographies that it was superimposed upon. At
Amsterdam, for instance, New Babylon respected the his
toric core, while at Rotterdam it had no hesitation in flying
low over a city center almost completely destroyed by
Second World War bombing-and partially reconstructed by
Team 10's Jacob Bakema.
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massive buildings, its towers, its gold and silver, and its deca
dence-in one of the most popular pictures of the· day.
Constant wrested such sublime atmospheric and spatial condi
tions from fine art into the "real world" of New Babylon.

the forbidding degree of commitment demanded

from participants in situationist fun. To enter into

the New Babyion labyrinth was to submit to what
Constant called its "principle of disorientation",

"New Babylon is one immeasurable labyrinth.
Every space is temporary, nothing is recognisable,
everything is discovery, everything changes, noth

ing can serve as a landmark. Thus psychoiogically
a space is created which is many times larger

than the actual space." 137 In other words,

Figure 3.27

John Martin, Belshazzar's Feast, 1821, engraving after the
painting of 1820 (private collection). Depicting the downfall of
Belshazzar, King of Babylon, offered Martin a fine pretext for
imagining the "baroque" splendor of the ancient city-its
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even have lenses instead of windows to increase
the panoptical qualities of the views over other

sectors or, in old cities, across streets and waterR

ways. 135 Occupants of those sectors built over the
ground-level access routes would enjoy views of
speeding traffic; citizens taking advantage of the

air transport available could meditate upon a city
of infinite dimensions. 136

These sublime experiences were another
"pleasure" provided by New Babylon, a reminder of

i

I,

Figure 3.26

Constant, Ode ~ l'Odeon, 1969, oil on canvas
Gemee~t~museum, The Hague. Constant's drawings, prints:
and pamtmgs consistentlY depicted ambiguous and infinite
spaces, articulated by multi/evel, minimalist structures,
evocative of scaffolding or modern set design. The ladder
was a motif that tied New Babylon back to COBRA's iconog
raphy of aspiration (compare fig. 0.2),

I
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situationists (fig. 3.29). "The destruction of

objects, the elimination of the city, and the disap
pearance of work are closely connected events,"
Superstudio explained. "When design as an

inducement to consume ceases to exist, an empty
area is created."l4' Superstudio left its bearded,

possession less wanderers to explore a city without
spectacle and without architecture as well.

Certainly, the sublime disorientation of New

Babylon came at a practical and ideological price.

There were risks, for instance, in the practice of
continual drift, as Chtcheglov eventually admitted.
"Yes, continual like the poker game in Las Vegas,

but continual for a certain period," he warned; "the
continual drift is dangerous to the extent that the
individual, having gone too far ... without defens

es, is threatened with explosion, dissolution, disso
ciation, disintegration. And thence the relapse into
what is termed 'ordinary life.'''142 Recognizing this,
Constant scattered the sectors with hotels as places
for rest, so that the endless play and absorption

into place could be suspended, at least for a while.
For the drunkard, or for children playing blind
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instinct, as at a party or carnival. In 1967

Constant superimposed New Babylon over an
antique map, creating a metaphor for atemporali

ty that had parallels with Marshall McLuhan's

commentary on the city, in Understanding Media
(1964) McLuhan noted how, by comparing the

city to the unchanging functions of the human

body, James Joyce had established a "parallel

between ancient Ithaca and modern Dublin, cre
ating a sense of human unity in depth, transcend

ing history" (fig. 3.28).139

Here in New Babylon was an architecture so
powerful that it was working directly on the body.

Occurring outside nature, the sensations of nature
were being replaced by their synthetic amplifica

tion, the logical outcome of art's perfection of

nature. New Babylonians would cross "cool and

dark spaces, hot, noisy, chequered, wet," and,
occasionally. "windy spaces under the bare sky."140

Like gamblers in windowless casinos, occupants of
the sectors could choose to be undistracted by the

passing of the days and the seasons, enjoying

instead an intensification and disruption of nature's
cycles (as today visitors to Caesar's Palace in Las
Vegas can experience sunset every half-hour).

Viewers unfamiliar with situationist fun may
well have wondered whether New Babylon was an

ironic comment on the megalomaniac ambitions of
utopia, or whether it was simply ill conceived. The
issues became stark when Italy's Superstudio group

drew its own "Endless City" in the late 1960s,

partly in homage to the work of Constant and the

Figure 3.29

Superstudio, A Journey from A to B, 1969, pencil on pho
tomontage. Superstudio pushed situationisf aspirations for

the transcendence of the commodity to ironic lengths.

would be marked out not through the abstraction
of time but through the mutation of situations'
decisions about what to do next would be mad~
not through the tyranny of the clock but through

Figure 3.28

Constant, New Babylon on an Historic Map of Middlesex
196~, ink on photograph, Gemeentemuseum, The Hague:
The Image wittily alluded to New Babylon as a transhistori
cal architecture, perpetually renovated by its occupants
and binding together the conservative commuter belts t~
the west of London.

Constant was engineering into architecture the

"trippy" quaiities that the Lellrist Internationai

had noted as occurring naturally during the drifl.
In New Babylon, "time is valueless. "138 Existence
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man's bUff, disorientation is temporarily amusing.
but in the long term it Is profoundly distressing.

New Babylon struggled to maintain a balance

between the deprivation and enhancement of its

citizens' faculties. Both the Dverorientation
imposed by the rational city and the disorientation

imposed by the interrogation wing of the prison are

Instruments of power Over the sUbject. Potential

clients might be forgiven for wanting to decline

Constant's invitation to visit his "deaf rooms, lined
with insulating materials, the screaming room dec
orated with bright colors and overwhelming

sounds," and "the echo room (with radio-speaker

games)." "A iong stay in one of these houses has

the beneficial effect of a washing of the brain," he

cheerily claimed, "and it is practiced frequently to

erase the habits of nature."I43 Not unlike partici

pants in acts of bondage, New Babylonians had to

trust Implicitly that power stiii uitimately resided

with the self. Only then could the Babylonian live

out the Nietzschean ideai of labyrinth ian wander
ings, free from sUbjugation. 144

The labyrinth ian pian Itseif offered some
reassurance, making the effective governance of
New Babylon something of an impossibility. Like
Piranesi's Carceri, the plan of New Babylon was

absolutely decentered: "in [the Careen] etchings,"

Manfredo Tafuri has noted, "the space of the

bUilding ... is an infinite space. What has been

destroyed is the center of that space, signifying the

correspondence between the collapse of ancient
values, of the ancient order, and the 'totality' of the
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disorder. "145 The mobile internai guts of New

Babylon offered the citizen infinne Possibilities for

cover, something withheld by the open spaces and
transparency of mainstream modernism.

Above ali Constant wanted to emphasize that
the labyrinth couid work supremeiy weii as social

space, contrasting his So-caiied "dynamic

iabyrlnth" with the "ciassical" or "static" iabyrinth.

The disadvantage of the latter, he argued, was that

the sUbject can potentiaiiy come into every space

that the labyrinth offers, and is distracted by the

fact that there is a destination-the center (in

much the same way that the drift wouid have been

destroyed by flow toward a specific destination).

The flow of the dynamic labyrinth, however, would

work centrifugaiiy. Moreover, it wouid be deter

mined by the users of the iabyrinth, since they

could choose their trajectories at the macrolevel
(between sectors), while retaining the option to

reshape the labyrinth at the microlevel (using the

"mobile elements" provided within each sector).

Constant argued that no matter how Impressive the
ciasslcal labyrinth may be, it couid never match

this "creative" use of space. 146 In the dynamic
labyrinth activities would not be constrained by
spatiai form.

That there was no tradition of dynamic
labyrinths was slmpiy an indictment of sociai orga

nization, Constant argued, since the dynamic
labyrinth could only be designed coliectively, as an

ongoing Product founded upon degrees of social

freedom and creativity unimaginable in utilitarian

society. The postcapitalist abundance that charac

terized New Babylon would, ironically, be achieved

in part by its ingenious spatial economy. As

Constant pointed out, the spaces of New Babylon's

dynamic iabyrinth couid be constantly reused, and

the subjects of the labyrinth were in any case too

disoriented to notice whether they had already

encountered a space or not. For the first time In

history, the spatial boundaries of a utopian commu-

nity would seem to dissolve. .

It is tempting to think of Constant's dynamic

labyrinth as an anticipation through real architec

ture of the possibilities offered by computerrzed

cyberspace a few decades later. 147 The com.parlson
cannot be taken very far, of course; unlike the

utopian impulses motivating situationist architec

ture, the development of cyberspace was distinctly

pragmatic. Most seriously, cyberspace represented

a retreat into a virtual rather than a real space, and,
therefore, an impoverishment of situationist aspir.a
tion. Cyberspace has nonetheiess enjoyed a SUit

ably subcultural and even political cachet, and the

rapid growth of Internet subscription has Indicated

the technology's social potential. Though history

denied us the opportunity to spend our leisure time

wandering around situationist space, we hav~ be~n

offered the chance to while away our free time In

cyberspace, with its potential to produce a version
of social space with even greater finesse than New
Babylon. Cyberspace has lacked a destination,. a

center, with just as much piquancy; despite ItS vig

ilant origins as a military and information technolo-
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gy, cyberspace has proven to be exceptionally dis

orienting, as short on reliable directories as New
Babyion lacked road signs. .

But in assessing the impact of electronic tech

nology, it was Archigram rather than Constant that

had the most prescience, such that their 1963 com

mentary on their own "Living City" exhibition ended

up questioning megastructural ambition itself,

this thing's come a long way since we started this
exhibition

wasn't it a great floating city to begin with-a Europe
city that spanned the channel

Why did we give that idea up? .

perhaps because of the purely visionary nature of the '.dea

it'll be years before there's a political set-up suff,clent

for this thing to come into being and anyway w'th

communications, closed circuit TV we may not want to
live in cilies any more
yeah, I think that's where Kiesler and Schulze-Fielitz

with his space frame city fall down .

as liberators of ideas they are tremendous but theor

technology can only answer tOday's problems l48

Acybernetic arcbitecture

Constant created New Babylon at something of an

intersection for avant-garde ideas about the. ~OSSI
bilities of art and architecture. Binding the cities of
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the world together, New Babylon would literally
have been the "global village," that umbrella con

cept for ideas about the impact of media that were

earning Marshall McLuhan cult status in the years
that Constant was working on New Babylon.!49

McLuhan's 1964 book Understanding Media
epitomized the futurology of which Constant's work

was also a part, however differently It may have
been motivated ideologically. The key intellectual

maneuver was to think of architecture as a medium
rather than as the art at shelter. Architecture medi
ated between the individual body, the social body,

artificial sensations, and oature. 150 Writing on
architecture, McLuhan outlined concerns that were
highly pertinent to psychogeography, and renewed,

albeit idiosyncratically, the traditional metaphors

that link architecture to the human body-"Cities

are an ... extension of bodily organs to accommo
date the needs of large groups."!5l

This way of thinking about architecture was
clarified and detailed by the conjunction of

Constant with the likes at McLuhan. "Clothing and
housing, II McLuhan wrote, "as extensions of the
skin and heat-control mechanisms, are media of
communication, first of all, in the sense that they
shape and rearrange the patterns of human associ
ation and community."152 Constant and McLuhan
were influenced by a discourse on cybernetics that
feels as quaint today as our own euphoria about
cyberspace will seem in the future. 153 Cybernetics
was defined in 1947 by the MIT mathematician

Norbert Wiener as the comparative scientific study
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of "control and communication in the animal and
the machine," and the extraor<;linary ramifications
of Wiener's ideas were noted by Constant.I54
Wiener's indication that the principles of control
are common to both organic and inorganic systems
suggested an intimacy between man and machine
that was the very stutt of technophilia. Much of the
theory and practice pumped out by Banham, his

Independent Group colleagues, and Archigram

were by-products of cybernetic culture, but as a

giant machine working directly with and upon its
citizens' emotions Constant's New Babylon archi~

tecture was pretty much unparalleled in its frater
nization with the human body.

By the situationists' own admission, their
work heralded the "science fiction of urbanism,"155
and cybernetic agendas served as a high-tech,
quasi-science-fictional stick with which to beat the

sensibilities of mainstream modernism. Running
against the version of modernism that promoted

naturai air, light, and voiume, Constant promised
"the total suppression of volume," claiming that

this would facilitate the creation of "ambiances."156
Constant even boasted that the metallic construc
tion of the Yellow Sector "frees" its interior from
the sun.

The stress placed by cybernetics upon the
role of information was particularly appealing to the

avant-garde. Cybernetics identified the feedback of

information as the determinant for correcting or
controlling the future behavior of the system. The

extreme refinement of the control systems of New

Babylon would permit a symbiotic, ever-evolving
relationship between people and architecture. And

the derivation of the word cybernetics, from the

Greek for "steersman," augured well for the gover

nance of New Babylon, implying that adaptive
control would be more like steersmanship by all

than dictatorship by the situationist few. New

Babylon came as near as any other contemporary
piece of experimental architecture to meeting
McLuhan's pseudo-cybernetic agenda: "An imme
diate simulation of consciousness would by-pass
speech in a kind of massive extra-sensory percep
tion, just as global thermostats could by-pass
those extensions of skin and body that we call

houses, Such an extension of the process of con
sciousness by electric stimulation may easily
occur in the 1960s."157 Constant's ambitions for a
cybernetic architecture were never more explicit
than when he provided a chart that broke archi
tecture down, via "architectonics," "climatology,"
and "psychology," into its relations with the five

senses. I58 As an experiment in the Rotterdam
Building Centre in 1966, Constant and his team
built a labyrinth that would fully test the body and

its senses, with rooms that exposed their occu
pants to sounds, colors, and smells, as well as
rooms that compressed them so that they had to

crawl their way through (fig. 3.30). Constant wel

comed the resultant disorientation as an instru
ment for lateral experience and thinking (though,

having wired the labyrinth with telephones as a

way of canvassing visitors' reactions, he was dis-
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appointed to find that behavior remained "condi
tioned" and "rational"),159

Working the body and senses, Constant's

architecture tended to bully as well as encourage

some New Babylon maquettes seemed to refer to the
Lettrist International's analogy of the ambient city

as a pinball machine, pushing its disoriented inhab
itants from one obstacle to another (fig. 3.22).!60

But other studies set up more positive tests for the

body, a sort of gym lesson, as figures clambered

across frameworks and through passageways (fig.

3.31). For better or worse, this was an architecture
that celebrated the able body. And occasionally, at

least, New Babylonians would be reminded of their

freedom by the way in which the built environment
yielded to their will."!

.More to the point, architecture would become

a medium for social contact, providing New
Babylonians with something to do together. That
might even have turned architecture into an alter
native to verbal language, in much the same way as
inflatables in a swimming pool or balloons at a
party become the media for play and interaction.

The competition for space that alienates individu
als torced together in the commuter crowd would

be superseded by a willing association through
objects. One historian has rightly been concerned

that Constant's work "fell far short of the fleXible,

festive space he imagined," but while it was conve
nient (and doubtiess disappointing) for Constant
that New Babylon remained untested, there seems

no absolute reason why his intentions could not

!
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Figure 3.30 (facing page. top)
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workers."18D "You are the techno~social guilty con
science of our time," an exasperated Pierre
Restany, founder of French nouveau realiste pop
art, informed Constant in 1967, "and I hope you
stay that way."ISI

In June 1962 situationists opened the leading
French architectural journal L'Architecture d'au

jourd'hui to find a little bit of New Babylon tucked

cozily into the corner of page seventy-seven, along~

side its GEAM stablemates. l82 Those situationists
who had repUdiated Constant's work were philosoph

ical. "The S.I.'s element of failure," Internationale

situationniste noted, "is what is commonly consid~

ered success-the artistic value that is beginning
to be appreciated in us; the fact that certain of our

theses have come to be sociologically or urbanisti
cally fashionable.''!83 Card-carrying members of the

SI comforted themselves that it was they, not the

"technician" Constant, who "held the key" to the
effective use of those situationist ideas merely rep
resented in New Babylon. ls4 After he left the SI,

which now boasted an "anti-public relations ser

vice," the group denounced Constant as a "pUblic
relations man ... integrating the masses into capi~

talist technological civilization" with his "models of
factories" (fig. 3.32).185

Its assimilation into a L'Architecture d'aujour
d'hui spread certainly proved New Babylon's reso

nance with trends from outside situation ism. As
Reyner Banham put it, "In one sense they [the later

SIJ were right; once you begin to clothe the naked

concept of homo ludens in usable equipment, and
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now easier to pretend that situation ism was an ana~

Iytical metaphor than to promote it as an ongoing
experiment in living; Internationale situationniste
admitted in 1963 that experiments "in matters of

behavior" had "barely begun," blaming a "consid
erable absence of means."178

The best that Internationale sduationniste

could suggest for those wishing to carry on envisag

ing the situationist city was that they return to the

principles of detournement. It was more a matter of
colonizing the material fabric of history than of cre

ating new structures. "The employment of

detournement in an architecture for the construc~

tion of situations marks the reinvestment of prod~

ucts that it is necessary to shield from the actual

socioeconomic system, and the rupture with the

formalist concern of abstractly creating the
unknown." Situationists would have to feel their
own way around the situationist frontier. "We know
of no desirable form or guarantee of happiness,"
Internationale situationniste courageously admit~

tedY' And by the later sixties, even Constant pri

vately expressed doubts about the possibility of
building the situationist city. "I see the danger of a

new idealism that may arise in intellectual circles,"

Constant told performance artist Sean Wellesley
Miller in 1966. "I am very much aware of the fact

that New Babylon can not be realised now, that a

way of life the New Babylon project is based on

depends on new conditions in the field of economy.
Automation now does not mean freedom from slav
ery and toiling, but poverty and boredom for the

reformism about them. By 1964 he would be

announcing that his scheme '~reckons with facts
like the rapid spread of the world population, the

perpetual growth of traffic, the cultivation of the
whole planet, and total urbanization. Thus the

project takes account of the purely functional prob

lems of current town planning, traffic and housing
and strives for extreme solutions."174 Debord's fac
tion instead demanded that unitary urbanism be

understood as "not a doctrine of urbanism but a
critique of urbanism."175

If Constant was not paying proper regard to
the critical principles of unitary urbanism, it was
also true that Debord and his allies were tinkering

with them. Throughout the 1950s they had written
as if the construction of the situation and of unitary

urbanism was a realizable proposition, that utopia
could indeed be built. Internationale sduationniste

retreated from this modern, socialist, and techno~

logical ambition to a notion of utopia much closer
to its sixteenth~century origins in Sir Thomas More,
who conceived of utopia as the perfect society that
is nowhere, a critical, political, and moral standard
by which to judge the institutions of actual
European societies,176 This fastidious attitude was
persistently, hypnotically reiterated by the SI after

1961. "It is not a matter of ... suppressing a few
deviationist seeds that have since blossomed into
gross results (e.g., Constant's technocratic concept
of a situationist profession ... ) but of correcting

and improving the most important of our theses,"
Internationale situationniste declared. In It was

propositions of Gilles Ivain [the pseudonym of Ivan
Chtcheglov]," Constant c1aimed. l7I Giuseppe Pinot

Gallizio was stili more wildly in favor of a technolo
gy turned over to "the people." "The planet will be

transformed into a Luna-Park without frontiers, pro

ducing new emotions and passions," he foresaw,
conjuring up a quasi-futurist vision of a civilization
that at its least ambitious painted its motorways, at

its most ambitious suppianted architecture with
synesthetic communications technology. "There in
the future are our works without surface and with
out volume. We are near to the fourth dimension of
pure poetry. JJ 172

Constant's implicit criticism was that the
activities at the Imaginist Bauhaus, despite Jam's

demands that artistic research "be carried out by

artists with the assistance of scientists," were
more nostalgic for craft than responsive to the

technologies of the "situationist frontier. "173

Initially, the Situationist International's official line,

set by Jam. was one of compromise. Real social
change would have to put the brakes on a headlong

rush into the machine world. But as Constant and
the Dutch section became more dogged, the SI's

reaction began to bear a severity more characteris
tic of Debord. When Constant claimed that, in the
absence of conditions for reVOlution, an evolution
ary struggle against suppressive material conditions
was better than no struggle at all, Debord accused

him of a naive reformism that failed to comprehend

the "recuperative" capacities of capitalism.
Constant's proposals, it was true, had a whiff of
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Figure 3.32
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to connect the constructed situations to the power

mains, the result is liable to look remarkably like a

swinging affiuent society and its mobile, leisure

seeking citizens."186 Which was a shame, because
New Babylon was a sincere and heroic reaction to

the Existenzminimum standards that had domi

nated so much rationalist thinking about domestic

space, and which seemed manifest again in the

new mass housing developments of Europe and

America. New Babylon, which even looked forward

to being sited in outer space. was an attempt to
deliver on Chtcheglov's promise that "everyone

will live in his own personal 'cathedral,' so to

speak," and situationist urbanism, like the "pop"
projects of Archigram, could not help being a by

product of the atmosphere of postwar boom and

leisure. 187

In any case, by the mid-sixties progressive

architectural culture generally was submitting to

some situationist demands of its own accord.

Christopher Alexander's key 1965 essay "A City Is

Not a Tree" showed that even a logician had to

admit to the poverty of rationalism. "The city is not

only a series of incidents but a network of inci

dence," Archigram's Peter Cook wrote.

Christopher Alexander ... in his cool mathematician's
logical way, said what we had all been trying to think.

Is it a coincidence that [Archigram'sl Plug-in City,

[Yona] Friedman's scheme and the Japanese [Metabolist]

helicoidal scheme were all concerned with the potential

of the mUltilayer cage and the diagonal to respond to
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situations rather than to incarcerate events in flat,
defined boxes? And now Mcluhan.... No, Professor,
we didn't say it first or anything, but it's more than coin
cidental. We are SUbject to the same pressures as the
rest, after all.188

The absorption of the situationist city into architec

tural fashion was its death.
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